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118
Preface

119 X/Open

120 X/Open is an independent, worldwide, open systems organisation supported by most of the
121 world’s largest information systems suppliers, user organisations and software companies. Its
122 mission is to bring to users greater value from computing, through the practical implementation
123 of open systems.

124 X/Open’s strategy for achieving this goal is to combine existing and emerging standards into a
125 comprehensive, integrated, high-value and usable open system environment, called the
126 Common Applications Environment (CAE). This environment covers the standards, above the
127 hardware level, that are needed to support open systems. It provides for portability and
128 interoperability of applications, and so protects investment in existing software while enabling
129 additions and enhancements. It also allows users to move between systems with a minimum of
130 retraining.

131 X/Open defines this CAE in a set of specifications which include an evolving portfolio of
132 application programming interfaces (APIs) which significantly enhance portability of
133 application programs at the source code level, along with definitions of and references to
134 protocols and protocol profiles which significantly enhance the interoperability of applications
135 and systems.

136 The X/Open CAE is implemented in real products and recognised by a distinctive trade mark —
137 the X/Open brand — that is licensed by X/Open and may be used on products which have
138 demonstrated their conformance.

139 X/Open Technical Publications

140 X/Open publishes a wide range of technical literature, the main part of which is focussed on
141 specification development, but which also includes Guides, Snapshots, Technical Studies,
142 Branding/Testing documents, industry surveys, and business titles.

143 There are two types of X/Open specification:

144 • CAE Specifications

145 CAE (Common Applications Environment) specifications are the stable specifications that
146 form the basis for X/Open-branded products. These specifications are intended to be used
147 widely within the industry for product development and procurement purposes.

148 Anyone developing products that implement an X/Open CAE specification can enjoy the
149 benefits of a single, widely supported standard. In addition, they can demonstrate
150 compliance with the majority of X/Open CAE specifications once these specifications are
151 referenced in an X/Open component or profile definition and included in the X/Open
152 branding programme.

153 CAE specifications are published as soon as they are developed, not published to coincide
154 with the launch of a particular X/Open brand. By making its specifications available in this
155 way, X/Open makes it possible for conformant products to be developed as soon as is
156 practicable, so enhancing the value of the X/Open brand as a procurement aid to users.
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157 • Preliminary Specifications

158 These specifications, which often address an emerging area of technology and consequently
159 are not yet supported by multiple sources of stable conformant implementations, are
160 released in a controlled manner for the purpose of validation through implementation of
161 products. A Preliminary specification is not a draft specification. In fact, it is as stable as
162 X/Open can make it, and on publication has gone through the same rigorous X/Open
163 development and review procedures as a CAE specification.

164 Preliminary specifications are analogous to the trial-use standards issued by formal standards
165 organisations, and product development teams are encouraged to develop products on the
166 basis of them. However, because of the nature of the technology that a Preliminary
167 specification is addressing, it may be untried in multiple independent implementations, and
168 may therefore change before being published as a CAE specification. There is always the
169 intent to progress to a corresponding CAE specification, but the ability to do so depends on
170 consensus among X/Open members. In all cases, any resulting CAE specification is made as
171 upwards-compatible as possible. However, complete upwards-compatibility from the
172 Preliminary to the CAE specification cannot be guaranteed.

173 In addition, X/Open publishes:

174 • Guides

175 These provide information that X/Open believes is useful in the evaluation, procurement,
176 development or management of open systems, particularly those that are X/Open-
177 compliant. X/Open Guides are advisory, not normative, and should not be referenced for
178 purposes of specifying or claiming X/Open conformance.

179 • Technical Studies

180 X/Open Technical Studies present results of analyses performed by X/Open on subjects of
181 interest in areas relevant to X/Open’s Technical Programme. They are intended to
182 communicate the findings to the outside world and, where appropriate, stimulate discussion
183 and actions by other bodies and the industry in general.

184 • Snapshots

185 These provide a mechanism for X/Open to disseminate information on its current direction
186 and thinking, in advance of possible development of a Specification, Guide or Technical
187 Study. The intention is to stimulate industry debate and prototyping, and solicit feedback. A
188 Snapshot represents the interim results of an X/Open technical activity. Although at the time
189 of its publication, there may be an intention to progress the activity towards publication of a
190 Specification, Guide or Technical Study, X/Open is a consensus organisation, and makes no
191 commitment regarding future development and further publication. Similarly, a Snapshot
192 does not represent any commitment by X/Open members to develop any specific products.

193 Versions and Issues of Specifications

194 As with all live documents, CAE Specifications require revision, in this case as the subject
195 technology develops and to align with emerging associated international standards. X/Open
196 makes a distinction between revised specifications which are fully backward compatible and
197 those which are not:

198 • a new Version indicates that this publication includes all the same (unchanged) definitive
199 information from the previous publication of that title, but also includes extensions or
200 additional information. As such, it replaces the previous publication.
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201 • a new Issue does include changes to the definitive information contained in the previous
202 publication of that title (and may also include extensions or additional information). As such,
203 X/Open maintains both the previous and new issue as current publications.

204 Corrigenda

205 Most X/Open publications deal with technology at the leading edge of open systems
206 development. Feedback from implementation experience gained from using these publications
207 occasionally uncovers errors or inconsistencies. Significant errors or recommended solutions to
208 reported problems are communicated by means of Corrigenda.

209 The reader of this document is advised to check periodically if any Corrigenda apply to this
210 publication. This may be done either by email to the X/Open info-server or by checking the
211 Corrigenda list in the latest X/Open Publications Price List.

212 To request Corrigenda information by email, send a message to info-server@xopen.co.uk with
213 the following in the Subject line:
214 request corrigenda; topic index
215 This will return the index of publications for which Corrigenda exist.

216 This Document

217 This document is a Guide (see above). It provides an architectural overview of the Systems
218 Management Model, identifies the various components of the model, and describes the ways in
219 which they interact.

220 The X/Open Systems Management Reference Model employs object-oriented specification
221 techniques. Within the model different components perform various roles necessary to provide a
222 fully functional, interoperable systems management architecture. X/Open has an agreement
223 with the OMG to use OMG-compliant specifications for any work programmes where an
224 object-oriented approach is taken. In addition, the OSI Network Management standards exist
225 and have taken a somewhat different object-oriented approach. This document:

226 • presents a higher-level model which encompasses both models

227 • presents an approach for coexistence of both models

228 • outlines differences in terminology

229 This reference model does not go into detailed consideration of the various components (for
230 instance it does not define which managed objects will exist) but addresses the general
231 properties of components within the model, their means of interaction, and the properties of
232 their interfaces.
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Trade Marks

234 X/Open is a registered trade mark, and the ‘‘X’’ device is a trade mark, of X/Open Company
235 Limited.
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Chapter 1

Introduction1

2 The X/Open Systems Management Problem Statement (see reference PS) describes several
3 aspects of the problem, and also surveys some of the existing work in this area. This document,
4 the X/Open Systems Management Reference Model, is intended to describe a framework for
5 providing solutions for the problem.

6 The Reference Model describes its various components and how they interact. It does not give
7 detailed descriptions of individual components, but addresses their general properties and their
8 means of interaction. The model identifies, but does not define, the required management
9 interfaces.

10 1.1 Background
11 As enterprises take increasing advantage of networking technology by interconnecting
12 computing equipment supplied by a variety of vendors, they are finding it both difficult and
13 costly to administer their collective systems.

14 Traditional systems management technology is neither open nor integrated. Management
15 systems from different vendors do not interoperate and there is little or no integration in the
16 management of different, but related, areas.

17 A network of heterogeneous systems has either to be managed as a series of sub-groups of
18 systems, each from a single vendor, or end-users have to provide their own integration layer that
19 implements common functionality across the complete set of machines.

20 Similarly, different aspects of the users’ environment, for instance their interaction with the mail
21 and printing systems, are managed using differing interfaces.

22 As a result, enterprises must employ significant numbers of skilled system administrators to
23 manage the diverse features of these systems. When seen as increased cost of ownership, high
24 system administration costs can act as a deterrent to continued investment in open systems.
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25 1.2 Goals and Objectives
26 The goals of this Reference Model include the following:

27 • To identify the crucial aspects of the distributed systems management problem space,
28 especially those that are unique to this topic.

29 • To establish common terminology.

30 • To establish a problem-oriented approach to the realisation of distributed systems
31 management solutions.

32 The Reference Model will describe the components and architecture necessary to build a
33 comprehensive distributed systems management environment. It describes the environment in
34 which distributed systems management can be performed without requiring that particular
35 technologies be used.

36 Distributed systems management can be implemented using a variety of technologies. Any
37 solution that does not implement all the concepts embodied in the Reference Model is probably
38 deficient in some respect, and any technology that is not capable of implementing the concepts is
39 probably unsuitable as an implementation base. The Reference Model identifies the mapping
40 between the abstract concepts and some technologies that provide suitable implementation
41 bases for the realisation of the Model.

42 It is a key objective of the X/Open Systems Management Programme to specify a systems
43 management model that will simplify the whole area of system administration, allowing
44 increasingly complex systems to be administered by lower numbers of less highly skilled
45 personnel.

46 The model is intended to satisfy several high-level system requirements:

47 Portability The ability to make software on managed and managing systems portable
48 in source code form between different vendors’ systems by extending the
49 X/Open Common Applications Environment (CAE).

50 Interoperability The ability of management systems, and components of such systems
51 from different vendors, to interwork, thus allowing a network of
52 heterogeneous systems to be managed as a single system.

53 Transparency The ability to administer Resources without the need to be explicitly
54 aware of their location or details of their implementation.

55 Extensibility The ability to extend the scope and capabilities of the management
56 system and to implement different management policies as required.
57 This includes the ability to make use of new communications protocols.

58 Robustness The ability of the management system to provide integrity and the
59 necessary levels of security and reliability.

60 The following requirements relate to the form of the interfaces that will be provided to access the
61 management functionality:

62 Ease of Use The services and APIs should be simple to use, consistent with the
63 complexity of the underlying functionality.

64 Consistency Wherever appropriate, stylistic inconsistency should be avoided in
65 specification of interfaces.
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66 The management model is intended to describe the vision of the X/Open Systems Management
67 Working Group, to provide for the distributed management of distributed systems. It is the
68 intent of the model to allow fully transparent management, with full interoperability, such that a
69 network of heterogeneous, conforming systems can be managed from any system on the
70 network.

71 1.3 Relationship to Implementation Technologies
72 The Reference Model is described in abstract terms, and is intended to be realisable in a variety
73 of technologies. In the appendices, a mapping is provided from the abstract Reference Model to
74 selected technologies. There is currently much industry development work in the area of
75 distributed systems management, and the mapping provided reflects the technologies that are
76 being used.

77 It is anticipated that the primary vehicle for implementation of the Reference Model will be the
78 Object Management Group’s Object Request Broker (ORB) technology. At the time of writing
79 some major issues relating to the practical implementation of ORB based management systems
80 are still to be resolved, particularly those relating to the interoperability of different ORB
81 implementations.

82 Another significant implementation technology, particularly in the area of Network
83 management, is that embodied by the ISO/CCITT and Internet management protocols, CMIP
84 and SNMP. The X/Open Management Protocols API (XMP) provides a uniform access method
85 to these technologies.

86 Appendix A and Appendix B describe how the above technologies may be mapped onto the
87 Reference Model. However, this does not imply inherent portability or interoperability between
88 these environments. Appendix C addresses some of the methods that are necessary when
89 managing a hybrid environment, which includes OMG, OSI, and Internet components.

90 In addition to the above, which represent the anticipated future development of distributed
91 systems management, the Reference Model can also be implemented using currently available
92 technologies. These include those based on existing Remote Procedure Call (RPC) technologies,
93 such as ONC NIS and DCE RPC.

94 1.4 Relationship to Legacy Systems
95 In order to fully meet the requirements to provide distributed systems management across the
96 full range of IT systems that make up today’s complex information management environments,
97 it is also necessary to integrate the management of both open and legacy (proprietary) systems.

98 In this context, legacy systems are characterised by their use of management systems based on
99 protocols and interfaces that are not conformant to open standards. The techniques that are
100 described within the Reference Model in order to provide interoperability between the
101 technologies that are expected to be used to implement the Reference Model may also be used to
102 provide interoperability with legacy systems. These techniques allow legacy systems to be
103 integrated into distributed, heterogeneous management systems, however, this integration is
104 limited to interoperability between management systems, and will not provide for portability of
105 management software between open and legacy systems.
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106 1.5 Intended Audience
107 The Reference Model is intended for the following audience:

108 • Implementers of systems management frameworks

109 • Implementers of systems management applications

110 • IT strategists and decision makers

111 • Providers of standards and technology

112 • End-users responsible for the deployment of distributed systems management

4 X/Open Guide (Draft September 20, 1995)
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Chapter 2

X/Open Systems Management Programme

114 The X/Open Systems Management Programme is defined in terms of a suite of documents that,
115 taken together, will describe all the components needed to achieve the goals stated in Section 1.2
116 on page 2.

117 The first of these documents is the X/Open Systems Management Problem Statement (see
118 reference PS). The Problem Statement, published in 1991 as a Snapshot, provides an overview of
119 the problem, and also includes a review of activities current at that time.

120 The Reference Model builds on the Problem Statement, providing a framework in which the
121 various components of the solution can be identified. The individual components will be
122 defined in subsequent documents.

123 The current X/Open work program is developing a coherent family of documents that address
124 the various components needed in order to provide an open, portable, interoperable
125 management system. The documents can be divided into a number of groups according to their
126 functionality. These groups are described below.

127 In the following sections, documents already completed are indicated by an asterisk (*). The
128 descriptions given below are intended for overall guidance only. For more specific information
129 regarding planned time-scales, refer to the Distributed Systems Management section of the
130 X/Open Technical Programme (see reference XTP).

131 2.1 Strategic Documents
132 The first group of documents provides the framework and strategy that defines the overall
133 approach, and consists of the following documents:

134 • Systems Management Problem Statement (*): Provides an overview of the problem space
135 and a review of activities in the area of system management.

136 • Systems Management Reference Model (*): This document.

137 • Guide to Systems Management: It is envisaged that a tutorial-style document will ultimately
138 be provided which will describe the use of the distributed systems management
139 specifications developed under the systems management work program.
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140 2.2 Managed Object Definitions
141 The second group is concerned with the definition of Managed Objects. It consists of the
142 following:

143 • Managed Object Guide (XMOG) (*): Provides a guide to the principles, techniques and
144 processes used in defining Managed Objects.

145 • Guide to Translating GDMO to XOM (*): Provides a set of rules for translating object
146 definitions based on the ISO Guidelines for the Definition of Managed Objects into the XOM
147 form required by XMP.

148 • Guide to Translating GDMO to IDL: This document will provide guidance for translating
149 Managed Object definitions defined using ISO GDMO into IDL definitions required for use
150 with OMG CORBA-based technology.

151 • DMI Contents Package(*): This document provides the necessary definitions of management
152 support objects, based on the OSI Definition of Mangement Information, for use with the
153 XMP API.

154 • Managed Object Definitions: There will be series of documents that provide the object
155 definitions corresponding to the Resources that need to be managed. In most cases this will
156 be achieved by reference to existing definitions.

157 2.3 Management API Specifications
158 The third group will address APIs to Management Services, including communications services:

159 • Identification of Management Services (XIMS) (*): Identifies the various services required for
160 implementation of distributed management systems.

161 • Management Protocols API (XMP) (*): Defines programming interfaces to management
162 communications services provided by CMIP and SNMP.

163 • Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) (*): This document, developed by
164 the Object Management Group and published as an X/Open specification, is not formally a
165 part of the systems management program. However, it forms an integral part of the systems
166 management APIs and is a key technology in the realisation of many distributed systems
167 management systems.

168 • Management Services APIs: Interfaces will be defined to provide access to the underlying
169 Management Services provided by the framework.
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170 2.4 Interworking Specifications
171 The fourth group addresses interoperability issues, namely the protocol profiles necessary to
172 achieve interworking between different implementations of conformant systems.

173 • Management Protocol Profiles (XMPP) (*): Describes the protocol options to be used in an
174 X/Open System Management implementation. This document makes reference to the
175 International Standardised Profiles (ISPs) relevant to CMIP, and the appropriate RFCs for
176 SNMP.

177 • ISO/CCITT and Internet Management: Coexistence and Interworking Strategy (*): This
178 document addresses the issues arising from the need to accommodate both OSI and Internet
179 management protocols within a common environment.

180 2.5 Management Application Specifications
181 The fifth group of specifications will address specific functional areas corresponding to real
182 end-user requirements, and will provide the definitions necessary to provide portability and
183 interoperability in the development of solutions to those requirements. Functional areas
184 expected to be covered include the following:

185 • Networked Backup and Restore: This specification will provide the necessary object
186 definitions and interfaces to provide networked backup and restore capability. It will provide
187 a framework for extending backup and restore beyond file systems, allowing other sub-
188 systems to be backed up, and promoting a plug’n’play approach to the provision of the
189 various components of a backup and restore system.

190 • Performance Management: Performance management specifications will provide the low-
191 level data gathering functionality that is needed to allow portable high-level interpretation
192 tools to be developed.

193 • Accounting Management: As with performance management, it is anticipated that work in
194 this area will be concerned with the low-level data gathering functionality, thus providing
195 access to the information needed by Resource accounting packages for billing and other
196 purposes.

197 • Software Management: It is is anticipated that work in this area will be based on the work
198 currently being undertaken within the POSIX 1003.7 System Administration working group.

199 • Printer Management: It is is anticipated that work in this area will be based on the work
200 currently being undertaken within the POSIX 1003.7 System Administration working group.
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201

Chapter 3

Overview

202 3.1 Foundations
203 At a fundamental level, XSM recognises that there are Administrators1, performing
204 ‘‘Management Tasks’’, who exercise some form of control and/or wish to be kept informed
205 about the operation of one or more ‘‘Resources’’ (see Figure 3-1 below). In order to achieve these
206 objectives the XSM Support Environment will need to provide communication between the
207 Management Task and the Resource such that information about the Resource can flow to the
208 Management Task and the Management Task can influence the Resource. In addition to a
209 communications service, the environment will need to provide other services that provide
210 access to other management functionality

211 The Reference Model does not specify what Management Tasks or Resources exist, and it does
212 not make any restrictions on how Management Tasks and Resources interact, although it does
213 permit a many-to-many interaction. The purpose of XSM is to provide an environment that will
214 permit Management Tasks to be constructed in a way that encourages portability from one
215 conformant system to another and interoperability between heterogeneous systems.

216 Management
217 Tasks

218 XSM
219 Support
220 Environment

221 Resources

222 Figure 3-1 Fundamental Components of Systems Management

223 __________________

1.224 In this document, the term Administrator refers to a person. The term Manager (and its derivatives, such as Management Task)
225 refers to a component of the Reference Model.
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226 XSM is based on the exploitation of several concepts, all of which are required to enable Systems
227 Management to take place. These concepts are:

228 Management Tasks Management Tasks represent the management activities
229 performed by administrators. As such, they are abstract entities
230 which make use of the underlying functionality of the
231 management system in order to achieve the desired action.

232 Management Tasks do not appear explicitly within the
233 Reference Model. However, they are the essential functionality
234 that the Model exists to support. The Model provides the
235 framework necessary to support the various components that
236 need to exist in order to implement the operations that are
237 represented by Management Tasks.

238 An example of a Management Task is adding a user, which
239 involves the creation and manipulation of several different
240 Resources within the system.

241 The definition of Management Tasks is outside the scope of the
242 Reference Model, which is primarily concerned with the
243 underlying functionality required to implement a rich set of
244 Management Tasks.

245 XSM Support Environment The XSM Support Environment consists of the capabilities and
246 interfaces that are necessary in order to support the other
247 components of the Reference Model. These capabilities are
248 provided in the form of General and Management Services.

249 General Services are the normal range of services available to all
250 applications. They include services such as file and process
251 manipulation, device input/output services, and basic security
252 mechanisms.

253 Management Services are the common management
254 functionality available to all management applications. They are
255 typically built upon common underlying system services and
256 management specific services. Examples of Management
257 Services include security services, consistency services,
258 collection services, and event services.

259 Resources Resources are the entities with a system or network of systems
260 that require management. Resources can include physical
261 entities (such as printers or routers) as well as logical entities
262 (such as users or groups). Not all Resources require
263 management, and such Resources are beyond the scope of XSM.

264 These concepts will be realised as concrete implementations using the specifications of XSM as
265 defined in the suite of XSM documents.
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266 3.2 Resource Interactions
267 The basis of XSM is the manageability of system Resources. The Resources that are to be
268 managed represent the capability of systems to perform functions which, ultimately, are of
269 benefit to users. Some Resources represent capabilities that are of direct benefit to users and,
270 hence, are directly consumed by users. Such Resources present users with a functional interface
271 and participate in functional interactions. These represent the normal (non-management) activity
272 of the Resource, the reason for which the Resource exists. This is shown in Figure 3-2.

273 Other Resources exist that aid in the management or consumption of Resources on the system or
274 in the network. Such Resources may present little or no functional interfaces, and only take part in
275 management interactions.

276 For a Resource to be managed it must provide a management interface and take part in
277 management interactions such that it becomes a Managed Resource. In Figure 3-2, therefore, the
278 Resource is acting as a Managed Resource and has a dual nature, one representing its functional
279 interactions and one representing its management interactions.

280 Management Interaction
281

Resource

282

283 Management
284 Interface

Functional
Interface

Functional Interaction

285 Figure 3-2 Resource Interactions

286 XSM does not specify what form functional interfaces may take, nor which standards (if any)
287 they will adhere to. There is no implication that methods used to define the management
288 interface should be used to define the functional interface.

289 The functional and management interfaces are quite separate, the interactions taking place
290 independently of each other. However, the results of one type of interaction may affect the way
291 in which the Resource performs the other interaction. Therefore, a management interaction may
292 affect the functional operation of the Resource and thereby its functional interactions, and vice
293 versa. For example, some activity at the functional interface may cause an alarm notification to
294 be sent to a Manager using the management interface, or an operation at the management
295 interface may change the configuration of the Resource causing it to respond differently at the
296 functional interface. The way in which this relationship between management interface and
297 functional interface operates is outside the scope of XSM, being a function of the Resource itself
298 and the way in which its management interface and its interpretation of the management
299 interactions are defined.
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300

Chapter 4

Realising the Model

301 The abstract concepts described in Chapter 3, are further elaborated upon in this chapter. At this
302 point the precise software components that are required to realise the abstract concepts are
303 described.

304 The X/Open Systems Management Programme makes use of object-oriented techniques to
305 describe the encapsulation of Resources and the interactions between managed and managing
306 entities.

307 The X/Open Systems Management Reference Model uses object-oriented techniques in the
308 specification of systems management. These techniques are derived from those used in the OSI
309 Management Model, as well as the Object Management Group Common Object Request Broker
310 Architecture. The use of such techniques for specification does not require an object-oriented
311 implementation, although in many cases there would be benefits in adopting such an
312 implementation.

313 The benefits of adopting an object-oriented approach are described in Appendix D.

314 The Reference Model consists of 3 basic components:

315 Managers which implement Management Tasks and other composite management
316 functions.

317 Managed Objects which encapsulate Resources.

318 Services which provide the XSM Support Environment.

319 For management of Resources to take place it is necessary that management interactions are
320 possible. If that were all that was provided, every Manager would need to know specific details
321 about each Resource and understand all aspects of its operation in terms that were unique to the
322 Resource. So that management of heterogeneous systems is possible, it is necessary that the
323 management view of a Resource achieves isolation from the implementation of that Resource
324 and reflects the need for management of the Resource. The management view should be
325 expressed in terms that enable Managers to perceive Resources as being the same from a
326 management perspective, even when their implementation and functional interface are quite
327 different. This view of the Resource is in terms of Managed Objects, the definition of which
328 encapsulates the management characteristics of the Resource and isolates those characteristics
329 from the implementation of the Resource. It is also necessary that different types of Resources,
330 as well as different implementations of the same Resource, are expressed in the same form.

331 Figure 4-1 represents the relationship between a Manager and a Resource expressed in terms of
332 Managed Objects that represent the Resource as one or more instances of these objects. The
333 definition of these Managed Objects provides the common semantic knowledge required by
334 both the Manager and the Managed Object implementation which allows the management of the
335 underlying Resource to be performed. Other objects may be defined related to the Resource,
336 indeed the functional interface may be expressed in terms of objects, but this is outside the scope
337 of XSM.
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338 Manager Management Interaction
339

340

Encapsulating
Software

Managed
Objects

Resource

341 Management
342 Interface

343 Figure 4-1 Managed Objects

344 4.1 Managers
345 A Manager is the initiator of a management interaction. It is a software component that requests
346 some operation to be performed by a managed Resource.

347 Within an OSI environment, this functionality would be described as the performance of a
348 Manager Role. In general distributed computing terminology, this functionality would be
349 described as a client, making requests of a server.

350 Managers may provide a user interface which thus form the means of invoking Management
351 Tasks. Managers may invoke other Managers which provide common management functions.

352 Managers may be invoked by an Administrator, either directly by means of a command line
353 interface (CLI) or a graphical user interface (GUI), or indirectly by a scheduler, programmed to
354 invoke a particular task at a specific time, or upon detection of a specific condition. Managers
355 may also be invoked by other Managers which need to make use of some composite function
356 that this Manager provides.

357 A Manager invoked by another Manager appears to be the same as a Managed Object. It will
358 take part in a management interaction with the requesting Manager and will perform the
359 requested function. It may in turn initiate further management interactions with other Managers
360 and with other Managed Objects.

361 This behaviour describes an important aspect of the Reference Model, the concept of
362 ‘‘cascading’’. Although management is often simply described in terms of the interaction
363 between Managers and managed Resources, in reality, there are often multiple layers of
364 management interaction between the original initiator of the management request and the
365 ultimate target Resource(s) that are affected by it. Cascading may be performed for various
366 reasons, such as delegation, policy implementation, or ease of provision of composite
367 management functions. The cascading of Managers illustrates the transient nature of
368 management roles, with a given software entity acting sometimes as a Manager, sometimes as a
369 Managed Object.
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370 4.2 Managed Objects
371 In order to transform a Resource into a Managed Object it is necessary to encapsulate it with
372 software that provides the necessary management interface. This encapsulation may be
373 extremely simple, or it may involve significant complexity. The simple case is that of a Resource
374 which has implemented the necessary management interface directly. No additional
375 encapsulation is necessary in this case.

376 Within an OSI environment, this functionality would normally be described as an Agent, and
377 would perform an Agent Role in a management interaction. In general distributed computing
378 terms, such a software entity is acting as a server, responding to requests originated by a client.

379 Any type of Resource may be encapsulated with a management interface. Indeed, some
380 Managed Objects may not correspond to any real Resource within the system, but rather to an
381 abstract element of functionality that is relevant to the management of some other Resource. In
382 this way, Managed Objects can be defined which represent some aggregation of disparate real
383 Resources that neeed to be managed as a coherent whole. This is explored further in the
384 examples in Chapter 5.

385 The interface between the encapsulating software and the Resource that it is managing may
386 conform to standards, or they may be entirely specific to a particular implementation of a
387 Resource. One of the major purposes of the encapsulating software is to provide a standard
388 management interface to diverse implementations of common Resources. If different
389 implementations provide a standard interface for use by the encapsulating software, then it is
390 possible to envisage the development of a portable implementation of the encapsulating
391 software.

392 As has been described in previous sections, a Managed Object may represent a ‘‘real’’ Resource,
393 (e.g. a file system), a ‘‘logical’’ Resource, (e.g. a user), or a unit of management functionality,
394 providing the capability of cascading Managers.
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395 4.3 Services
396 Services exist to provide the common facilities that must be provided by the XSM Support
397 Environment in order to support distributed systems applications. Services can be divided into
398 3 major classes:

399 • General Services,

400 • Management Services, and

401 • Application Services.

402 This classification derives from the relationship of a specific service to the specific problem
403 space being addressed.

404 General services are characterised as being of use to a wide range of different problem areas.

405 Management Services are common facilities which have been specialised for XSM distributed
406 management. Areas of specialisation might include: policies for more centralised control of
407 security, policies for configuring and distributing applications, and the ability to control the
408 location of objects.

409 Application Services are services that are specific to some particular functional area within the
410 overall management problem space. While these services are not of general use to a wide range
411 of management applications, they provide common services to implementations addressing that
412 particular area. An example might be a catalogue service provided for the use of multiple
413 backup and restore applications.

414 A fuller discussion of management and general services is given in the X/Open Systems
415 Management: Identification of Management Services Snapshot (see reference XIMS). This
416 section summarises some of the services that are needed by distributed management systems.

417 4.3.1 Communications Service

418 XSM specifies a means by which management interactions can take place, namely the
419 Communications Service. This service provides a defined interface which is specified as part of
420 XSM. The Communications Service provides access to communications mechanisms. The
421 Communications Service provides:

422 • confirmed and non-confirmed services, so that a Manager can optionally receive notice that a
423 request has been accepted by a Managed Object;

424 • encoding of object requests in a form understood by XSM-conforming end-systems, as
425 defined by vendor agreed profiles (for example, the CMIS Package in XMP);

426 • provision of security by the authentication of both the originating Manager and destination
427 Managed Object in any communications;

428 • standardised ways of describing operations on all Managed Objects and receiving
429 notifications from them;

430 • selective location transparency, so that the Manager does not need to be aware of the location
431 of the Managed Object. The Manager is not precluded from determining an object’s location.

432 The Communications Service may use a local transport mechanism for communications within
433 the same system.
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434 4.3.2 Persistent Storage Service

435 XSM defines an interface to a Data Store which can be used to store information about Managed
436 Objects. This interface reflects the object structure and naming of these objects. The Data Store
437 itself may be implemented as a conceptual repository, thus supporting implementations based
438 upon different vendor database systems.

439 4.3.3 Security Service

440 XSM requires a security model which addresses several components of secure access to
441 Managed Objects including:

442 • Authentication schemes which support bilateral authentication of Manager and Managed
443 Object during object request execution, and which support principal identities for all types of
444 Managers and Managed Objects;

445 • Authorisation schemes which support access control to the Managed Objects, including
446 management service objects, and managed Resource objects;

447 • Establishing valid process identities for Managed Object implementations so that
448 authorisation schemes provided by object implementation underlying subsystems (such as
449 file systems and data Managers) operate correctly;

450 • Delegation schemes which support valid access checking as high-level object requests are
451 broken into a series of lower-level object requests, some of which may be to remote systems.
452 Delegation schemes solve the cascading authentication problem in distributed object
453 systems;

454 • Trust schemes which support the above delegation schemes.

455 These components of security are used to construct application specific security policies for the
456 management applications, as well as site-specific security policies defined by administrators.

457 4.3.4 Consistency Services

458 XSM will provide services to ensure the consistency of the Managed Object state in the following
459 cases:

460 • Multiple simultaneous access to a Managed Object by several Managers. As there are several
461 methods for achieving this form of consistency, not all possible methods will be covered.
462 These consistency mechanisms can be built upon mechanisms such as object locking.

463 • Operations on multiple objects by a Manager acting as a single, consistent atomic operation.
464 Typically, a Management Task will require that requests are made to more than one Managed
465 Object, some of which may be located on remote systems. To ensure consistency among
466 Managed Objects, it is necessary to support mechanisms which enable all related operations
467 to complete successfully, or none at all. Various techniques may be used to address this
468 problem, including transaction processing techniques and retrying failed operations. The
469 solution adopted is both an implementation and a policy issue, and is currently beyond the
470 scope of XSM. It may be possible to use transaction processing services, when such services
471 become available.
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472 Two other cases are not considered applicable to the XSM consistency services. The first is
473 guaranteeing consistency of the state within a single Managed Object, both in lieu of an object
474 request failure and modification of the managed Resource outside the XSM reference model
475 implementations. It is left to the Managed Object implementation to address these consistency
476 issues. The second case involves managed Resources interacting in ways that are not reflected in
477 the Managed Object definitions. This should be considered a deficiency in the Managed Object
478 definition.

479 4.3.5 Collection Services

480 XSM provides services to enable the establishment of relationships among Managed Objects,
481 thus supporting the ability for management applications to operate on a set of Managed Objects
482 (such capability is important to implement scalable management applications and tasks, as well
483 as providing a mechanism for organising Managed Objects for searching, filtering, and
484 browsing). Some relationships of interest are containment, connectivity, and activity.

485 4.3.6 Selection Services

486 Administrators require a mechanism to determine the set of Managed Objects that are to be
487 acted upon by a Management Task. The techniques for scoping, filtering and finding provide
488 mechanisms for supporting such services. Scoping and filtering rules are expressed as one or
489 more conditions based on the relationships between Managed Objects and/or the attributes of
490 Managed Objects.

491 4.3.7 Event Services

492 Many Managed Objects have the ability to generate asynchronous event notifications associated
493 with the encapsulated managed Resource. XSM addresses services which support the
494 generation, registration, filtering, and forwarding of such event notifications to management
495 applications and other management objects. The services support the ability for a management
496 application or task to explicitly specify which event notifications should be forwarded to it. Such
497 specification can be based upon one or more conditions relating to the values of the parameters
498 in the notification.

499 4.3.8 Naming Service

500 The Naming Service provides a common interface to underlying naming servers (such as X.500,
501 DCE CDS, and ONC/NIS+). This service encapsulates a federated naming model, providing
502 operations which are naming syntax independent.
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503 4.4 Basic Reference Model
504 The overall structure of the Reference Model is shown in Figure 4-2.

505 Communications Service

506

Manager Managed
Object

507 Services

User Interface

508

509 Legend: Object Interface Non-object Interface

510 Optional User Interface

511 Figure 4-2 Basic Reference Model

512 The Reference Model illustrates the relationship between the fundamental components.

513 Within this model, the Communication Service has been specifically singled out for special
514 treatment as it forms the core function of conveying management requests and their responses
515 between Managers and Managed Objects. It may also provide access to Management Services,
516 especially those that are defined using object-oriented techniques.

517 It is important to note that there is no direct access between the Manager and the Managed
518 Object, except via the Communications Service. The Communication Service is defined as
519 providing all the functionality necessary to provide transparent communications between
520 Managers and Managed Objects. In the case where the Manager and the Managed Object are on
521 the same system, then the Communication Service may make use of efficient local transport
522 mechanisms, such as IPC.

523 Two forms of interface are present in the model. The primary interface to the Communication
524 Service is presented as an object-oriented interface in which requests and responses are
525 expressed in object terms. Non-object interfaces are also shown as it is expected that many
526 services will be expressed in terms of traditional, functional interfaces. This is especially true of
527 pre-existing general services which are not specific to management.
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528

Chapter 5

Examples

529 This chapter contains examples of applying the Reference Model to real-world scenarios.

530 5.1 Backup and Restore
531 An administrator typically has a requirement to back up the system — which usually means the
532 ability to save sufficient information about the current state of the system to enable all or
533 selected parts of that state to be restored at some later time. It goes without saying that this
534 should be achievable with the minimum of effort!

535 Most often in current practice, the backup is of files or file systems. However, the concept of
536 backing up an application; e.g., a database, is also quite common. The notion of backing up a
537 user is more abstract but is one that is not completely unknown in current practice.

538 Let us look at the major components that we might expect to find in a typical backup system.
539 The most obvious component is some form of user interface which an administrator can use to
540 initiate the backup or restoration processes. This interface would allow the user to select the data
541 to be backed up or restored. Such a selection might be on the basis of date or name, for example.
542 In order for a backup process to be useful there must be some component of the system which
543 provides the repository for the backed-up data. Frequently this will be some for of magnetic tape
544 or perhaps optical disk. Of course, there would be no point in having a backup system at all
545 without the fundamental component of some form of data store to be backed up! Although at
546 first sight it may appear that this is all that is required in a backup system, anyone who has had
547 experience with managing the backup of large amounts of data will recognise the need for one
548 other component: an inventory. Keeping track of which data is backed up to where is a
549 significant administrative burden, so this task needs to be substantially automated in any
550 reasonably featured backup system.

551 So, there are four basic components of our backup system:
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552 User Interface
553 and Control
554

Data Repository

Inventory

555 Data Source

556

XSM Services

557 Figure 5-1 Possible Components of a Backup and Restore Service

558 Of these components, the user interface is the place from where control originates. It is the
559 backup application as far as the administrator sees it. The inventory is a necessary component
560 for performing the overall backup task and it will obviously be used in the task of restoring data.
561 It would also be useful for providing information for browsing. Thus while an administrator
562 would perform separate backup and restore operations, perhaps using very different
563 applications, the services of the inventory would be used by both. If we consider the data source,
564 it would seem to be beneficial if all sources of data — files, databases, users or whatever — could
565 be manipulated in similar ways by backup applications. It is probably meaningful to say ‘‘back
566 up all Resources older than 3 weeks’’ whether the Resources in question are files, database
567 records or user account details. Finally, it would be useful for an administrator to be shielded
568 from unnecessary details as to whether the repository for backup data is half-inch magnetic tape,
569 QIC-150 cartridge, or CD-WORM cassettes. A natural consequence of these arrangements is that
570 it becomes desirable to encapsulate the details of inventory, source, and repository within well-
571 defined interfaces.

572 So, how does this relate the management reference model as shown in Figure 5-1? In the backup
573 system we have the following:
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574 Communication Service

575

Backup Restore RepositoryData
Source

576 Inventory Service
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577

578 Figure 5-2 Application of the Reference Model

579 Within the context of the Reference Model, the backup and restore interfaces are Managers, a
580 well-defined and encapsulated inventory service is an Application Service, and the data source
581 and repository are Managed Objects.

582 The representation of the Inventory Service in the diagram illustrates the use of the Inventory
583 Service. It is probable that such a service would also require to be managed, in which case the
584 Inventory Service would appear in the Reference Model as a Managed Object. Such duality of
585 purpose is well supported by the object-oriented techniques used to specify the Reference
586 Model.
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587 5.2 Modelling Resources as Managed Objects
588 There is considerable power in being able to define new Managed Objects to represent
589 completely new Resources that represent the synthesis of Resources represented by other
590 Managed Objects, thus providing different aggregations perhaps more suited to the needs of
591 human users.

592 For example, consider a print room with the following equipment: two intelligent printers, a
593 microcomputer serving as a print controller, all connected to a local area network drops.

594 Printer Device 1

595

596 Printer Device 2

597

Print
Controller

598 Print Service

599 Figure 5-3 Components of a Print Room Service

600 The printers provide management access to a few attributes such as number of print jobs
601 processed (since reset), number of queued jobs, names and sizes of the queued jobs and the
602 currently active job. The print controller might offer a LAN service that accepts print requests
603 and then queues the print jobs to the printers according to certain policies.

604 Ignoring the network for the moment, it is not difficult to imagine each of the printers and the
605 controller being encapsulated as Managed Objects for the purpose of management. However,
606 one may consider a new virtual entity representing the print service as implemented by the
607 devices in the print room. Such an object is virtual in that there is no single object that is
608 implemented in the network. However, from a Manager’s perspective there is a print service and
609 there is an obvious desire to be able to manage this service as though it existed as a single
610 Managed Object. Such an aggregation can be defined as a new Managed Object with its own
611 methods. The new methods would be implemented by invoking the appropriate methods
612 against the real Resources, and synthesize the results according to the aggregation representing
613 the complete print service.

614 Note the positioning of the Managed Object in the basic reference model in Figure 4-2. The
615 example print service Managed Object would be accessed by the Manager using the
616 communications service and other services.
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Chapter 6

Meeting the Goals

618 This chapter reviews the way in which the Systems Management Reference Model addresses the
619 goals and requirements defined in Section 1.2.

620 6.1 Portability
621 Portability is the ability to create software that is portable in source code form between systems
622 from different vendors. The provision of XSM-conformant interfaces is the means by which this
623 is achieved.

624 6.1.1 Scope of Portability

625 The scope of XSM interfaces is limited to management aspects. Thus XSM is a component of the
626 wider environment required to achieve portability. Other components are provided by the
627 X/Open Common Applications Environment (CAE).

628 6.1.2 Extent of Portability

629 Resources Resources may or may not be portable. XSM does not facilitate the
630 portability of Resources.

631 Managed Objects If the interface between the Managed Object and the Resource conforms
632 to some de jure or de facto standard, then a Managed Object using such an
633 interface will be portable to systems on which the Resource provides such
634 an interface. Where a Resource is portable, but does not provide a
635 standard interface for a Managed Object, then the combination of
636 Resource and Managed Object is portable.

637 Managers XSM provides interfaces that enhance the portability of Managers. Use of
638 non-standard interfaces by Managers will, of course, render them less
639 portable.

640 6.1.3 Managed Objects

641 The Resources that a Manager can manage and a Managed Object can support are determined
642 by the software implementing those roles. XSM also specifies that there are certain Managed
643 Objects which can always be assumed to be present in an XSM-conformant environment. The
644 existence of these objects is an aid to software portability.
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645 6.2 Interoperability
646 Interoperability is the ability of systems and components from different vendors to share and
647 exchange management information. This extends beyond connectivity, since it requires a
648 common understanding of the significance of the information.

649 6.2.1 Communications

650 XSM, in defining a Communications Service to be used for management purposes, provides the
651 means for management information to be exchanged between systems. This provides the basic
652 capability for a Manager to interact with a Managed Object.

653 6.2.2 Management Interactions

654 XSM, in defining (or making reference to) particular standards for management interactions, will
655 greatly improve the interaction between Managers and Resources.

656 6.2.3 Managed Object Definition

657 XSM provides guidance on how Resources should be expressed as Managed Objects, and further
658 specifies how the definition of Managed Objects is to be stated. This therefore provides a means
659 by which a Manager on one system can understand the definition of a particular Managed
660 Object on any given system.

661 6.2.4 Managed Object Compatibility

662 Object-oriented techniques used for defining Managed Objects allow the refinement of Managed
663 Objects whilst still providing their management according to their original definition. This aids
664 interoperability, since it removes the need for a Manager to always understand the most up-to-
665 date Managed Object definition for any given Resource.
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666 6.3 Transparency
667 The use of a model based on object-oriented technology, and in which managed Resources are
668 represented by Managed Objects provides considerable support for transparency. Several
669 aspects of transparency are summarised below:

670 Access Transparency
671 Access transparency enables interworking across heterogeneous computer
672 architectures and programming languages.

673 Failure Transparency
674 Failure transparency masks the failure and possible recovery of objects.

675 Federation Transparency
676 Federation transparency hides the boundaries between different naming
677 schemes and domains.

678 Location Transparency
679 Location transparency provides the capability for Managers to be able manage
680 a Resource without needing to be aware of its location.

681 Migration Transparency
682 Migration transparency shields a Manager from the fact that a Resource may
683 migrate from one node to another within the distributed system.

684 Replication Transparency
685 Replication transparency hides the fact that what appears to be a single
686 Resource may in fact be replicated for reasons of performance or redundancy.

687 Transaction Transparency
688 Transaction transparency hides the implementation of transactional semantics.

689 These many aspects of transparency all serve to simplify the task of developing management
690 applications. Particularly in the domain of management, it is important that transparency be
691 selective, as there will inevitably be occasions when it is necessary to be aware of the precise
692 location or implementation of a Resource. These occasions will normally arise at times of serious
693 failure of aspects of the infrastructure. An example is the failure of the name service. The
694 location of the name server must be known in order to re-start the service.
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695 6.4 Extensibility
696 Extensibility is the ability to extend the management system and to customise it to implement
697 differing management policies. The key areas of this are the introduction of new Resources to
698 manage and the introduction of new ways to manage them. In addition, new services and
699 support for new protocols may be provided.

700 6.4.1 Managed Objects

701 The way in which Resources are specified as Managed Objects is one key aspect of the ability to
702 extend the manageability of the Resource. From the rules laid down for the definition of
703 Managed Objects, their definition can be extended by the definition of further objects that are
704 refinements of the original objects. These new objects may be capable of being used as if they
705 conformed to the original definition, this capability being dependent on the implementation of
706 the Managed Object or the managing software. In this way Managers that know of the original
707 definition would continue to be able to manage Resources even when the definition of the
708 Managed Objects has been enhanced to allow other Managers to manage the Resource in some
709 other way.

710 6.4.2 Composite Management Functions

711 The Reference Model provides a mechanism by which it is possible to extend the capabilities of
712 the management system. Extension in this way need not be connected with the definition of
713 additional Managed Objects, but can represent a different way of using existing Managed
714 Objects. This could be used, for example, to provide varying styles of interface that might
715 facilitate the porting of management software developed for other operating environments.

716 6.4.3 Layers of Management

717 XSM provides that Managers can make use not only of the services provided as part of an XSM-
718 compliant environment, but also the facilities provided by other Managers. Such a capability is,
719 of course, dependent on the ability of a particular Manager to provide facilities in a way that is
720 suitable for such use, but is fully catered for in XSM. It is hence possible to envisage the
721 provision of management capability with increasing sophistication, with users free to choose the
722 level at which they wish to manage their systems. At the same time they will be able, at a later
723 date, to use more sophisticated management as it becomes available or the need for it is
724 appreciated.

725 6.4.4 Variety of Managers

726 The availability of Managers that can manage Resources modelled as Managed Objects is not
727 limited by XSM but only by the ingenuity of suppliers to provide such Managers. The way in
728 which an Administrator wishes to see and identify Resources is dependent on the perception of
729 that Administrator, both of the Resource and their role. Applications will become available that
730 conform to these perceptions, enabling particular management policies to be implemented.
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731 6.4.5 Proliferation of Objects

732 The ability of a Manager to manage a multiplicity of objects is not inherently constrained by
733 XSM. This applies both to the number of classes that can be managed and also the number of
734 instances of Managed Objects. With respect to the proliferation of classes, it should be noted
735 that the addition of new classes does not mean that existing Managers will no longer be able to
736 manage an object because its Managed Object model has been enhanced. Location transparency
737 provides a means by which a Manager can be assisted in managing large numbers of instances
738 of Managed Objects, since location information does not need to be obtained and retained by the
739 Manager.
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740 6.5 Robustness
741 Robustness is the ability of the management system to provide the necessary levels of security
742 and reliability.

743 6.5.1 Security

744 XSM will address the provision of security in the relationship between the Manager and the
745 Managed Object, by the provision of suitable services. This ensures that the Manager can be
746 assured that the Managed Object with which it is communicating has the identity it claims to
747 have, and that the communications with it cannot be corrupted. Likewise, a Managed Object
748 can ensure that it only accepts requests from a Manager who has the authority to make such a
749 request, and that it will supply information only to Managers that have the appropriate level of
750 authority.

751 Hence, provision of authorisation and authentication services for the Manager and Managed
752 Object comes within the scope of XSM. However, ensuring that the Manager and Managed
753 Object use the security functions (mandatory security) is not covered by XSM, being the
754 province of local procedures and/or other standards.

755 6.5.2 Consistency

756 As has been stated, a Managed Object may interact with many different Managers and XSM
757 does not define how, where several Managers manage a single Managed Object, consistency of
758 the Managed Object as viewed by a particular Manager is achieved. The interaction between
759 two or more Managers which would be necessary to ensure consistency, is outside the scope of
760 XSM.

761 6.5.3 Reliability

762 XSM provides for both confirmed and unconfirmed management interactions. When confirmed
763 interactions are used, the initiator can be informed of the status of the requests it has initiated.
764 Using this facility, Managers and Managed Objects can be assured of the success of operations
765 they have requested, so improving the reliability of the management system.
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Appendix A

OMG Mapping

767 A.1 OMG Object Model
768 The Object Management Group (OMG) is a non-profit international trade association formed to
769 promote new interoperable software solutions to reduce the cost of software development. The
770 OMG has defined an object reference model and architectural framework with supporting
771 detailed interface specifications. The object model and architecture is defined in the Object
772 Management Architecture Guide (see reference OMAG) and the OMG Object Model (see
773 reference OMGOM) and the interface specifications are defined in the Common Object Request
774 Broker Architecture2 (see reference CORBA).

775 The OMG object reference model identifies and characterises the components, interfaces, and
776 protocols that compose OMG’s object management architecture (OMA). The reference model
777 addresses how objects make and receive requests and responses, the basic operations that must
778 be provided for every object, and the interfaces that provide common facilities useful in many
779 applications. The OMA supports the object architecture described in Figure A-1, defining an
780 infrastructure with an object request broker (OMG’s implementation of the Communications
781 Service) and object services.

782 Object Request Broker

783

Application
Object

Common
Facilities

784 Object Services

785

Object
Interface

Object
Interface

786 Figure A-1  OMG Object Model

787 __________________

2.788 The description in this Appendix is based on the stated direction of CORBA 2.0 and OMG Object Services which are still in the
789 process of definition.
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790 The three categories of objects (Object Services, Common Facilities, Application Objects) reflect a
791 partitioning in terms of functions from most basic and common to application specific. Note that
792 objects can issue as well as process requests (act as clients as well as servers). Thus application
793 objects can provide services for other application objects, can access common facilities and
794 object services objects; common facilities can use object services as building blocks, and so forth.

795 The OMG reference model and architecture defines the following major components:

796 Object Request Broker The ORB provides the mechanisms by which objects transparently
797 make and receive requests and responses. It is intended to provide
798 interoperability between applications on different machines in
799 heterogeneous distributed environments. An object request (and its
800 associated response) is the fundamental interaction mechanism. A
801 request names an object, an operation and includes zero or more
802 parameter values, any of which may be object handles identifying
803 specific objects. The ORB delivers the request to the appropriate
804 object implementation server and causes a method representing the
805 operation to be executed.

806 Object Services Object services provides basic operations for the logical modeling
807 and physical storage of objects. It defines a set of intrinsic or root
808 operations that all classes of objects should implement or inherit.
809 Object services operations are made available through the ORB (that
810 is, ORB compliant interfaces are defined for each object service). The
811 operations supplied by object services are typically used as the
812 building blocks for extended functionality provided by Common
813 Facilities. The operations that object services can provide include life
814 cycle, naming, persistence, event, security, relationships,
815 transactions, and concurrency control.

816 Common Facilities Common Facilities provide optional, extended services that are
817 useful for many applications. They are made available through ORB
818 compliant object interfaces. Their purpose is to reduce the effort
819 needed to build OMG compliant applications through reusability.
820 Examples of common facilities include cataloguing and browsing
821 objects, error reporting, help facilities, object querying facilities, and
822 user profiles.

823 Application Objects Application objects correspond to the traditional notion of an
824 application; that is, individual related sets of functionality that are
825 implemented using the OMG architecture. Such an application
826 consists of a set of interworking OMG compliant objects. These
827 objects communicate using the ORB and make use of the objects
828 comprising the Common Facilities and Object Services.
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829 A.2 OMG Object Request Broker
830 The OMG Object Request Broker (ORB) is that component of the object management
831 architecture which is responsible for accepting a client object request, finding the object
832 implementation for the request, preparing the object implementation to receive the request, and
833 communicating the data making up the request and response. Figure A-2 shows the architecture
834 and components of the ORB.
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837 Figure A-2 OMG Object Request Broker

838 The ORB is composed of the following components:

839 ORB Core The ORB Core provides the basic representation of
840 objects and communications of requests. It provides
841 transparent object location for the client making the
842 request given an object reference consistent with the ORB
843 implementation.

844 Object References An Object Reference is the information needed to specify
845 an object within an ORB. Clients and object
846 implementations are insulated from object reference
847 representation through the use of an opaque object
848 referent consistent with the client or implementation
849 language mapping. An object reference is an object
850 handle in the OMG model.

851 IDL Interface Definition Language IDL defines the types of objects by specifying their
852 interfaces in terms of data types, operations, parameters,
853 and exceptions. It describes a conceptual framework for
854 executing operations on objects. Most ORB
855 implementations supply IDL compilers, which generate
856 the stub routines, skeleton routines, and argument
857 encoding and decoding routines needed to execute
858 requests on the object interface. These routines are
859 expressed in a specific programming language, or
860 language binding.
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861 Programming Language Binding Different programming languages will access CORBA
862 objects in different ways. CORBA defines a language
863 mapping for each supported programming language,
864 which includes language-specific data types and
865 procedural interfaces to access objects through the ORB.

866 Client Stubs Client stubs are programs usually generated by IDL
867 compilers with a specific language binding and are used
868 by client programs to make object requests to the ORB.
869 Client stubs are private to a particular ORB
870 implementation and specific to a particular interface
871 definition.

872 Dynamic Invocation Interface The dynamic invocation interface (DII) is an interface to
873 the ORB that allows the dynamic construction of object
874 invocations. The client builds up the object request by
875 specifying the object to be invoked, the operation to be
876 performed, and the set of parameters for the operation.
877 The DII serves as an alternative client interface to client
878 stubs.

879 Implementation Skeleton Skeletons are programs usually generated by IDL
880 compilers with a specific language binding and are used
881 by object adaptors to make up-calls to the object
882 implementation in the object server. That is, the object
883 implementation writes routines to conform to the
884 skeleton interfaces and the ORB calls them through the
885 skeleton.

886 Object Adaptors The object adaptor is the primary way object
887 implementations access services provided by the ORB. A
888 few object adaptors will be implemented that are
889 appropriate for specific kinds of objects. Services
890 provided through an object adaptor includes generation
891 and interpretation of object references, object invocations,
892 object and implementation activation and deactivation,
893 mapping object references to implementations, and
894 registration of implementations.

895 ORB Interface The ORB interface provides a few operations common for
896 all ORB implementations, and are thus implemented
897 directly by the ORB core.

898 Interface Repository The Interface Repository is an ORB service that provides
899 IDL information about OMG compliant objects in a form
900 available at run time. The interface repository may be
901 used by the ORB to perform requests, or by a browser
902 application to form object requests dynamically.

903 Implementation Repository The Implementation Repository contains information that
904 allows the ORB to locate and activate implementations of
905 objects. Installation of object implementations and
906 control of policies related to the activation and execution
907 of object implementations are typically done through
908 operations on the implementation repository.
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909 Figure A-3 shows the relationship between the ORB components used to create client and object
910 implementations.
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918 Figure A-3 OMG Interface and Implementation Repositories
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919 A.3 Realisation of the Reference Model
920 The reference model supports distribution of management functionality and objects. The object
921 request mechanism provided by the ORB’s communications service invokes operations on
922 objects independently of their location on the systems within the network. Information
923 associated with an object reference is used by the ORB to determine the system upon which the
924 object implementation is to be executed. ORB process management mechanisms can
925 automatically instantiate an appropriate server process on that system and call the activation
926 functions needed to make the object state available. Object implementation code is then called
927 within the server process to respond to the object request (the exact mechanism for calling a
928 method depends upon the IDL language binding used to implement the object implementation
929 code).

930 Because a single object request mechanism is used by the ORB for both ‘‘local’’ and ‘‘remote’’
931 request invocations for all ORB compliant objects, the management application can be
932 distributed at many levels. For example, the application client code and task-oriented
933 management functions could be located on the client’s system, while the Managed Objects are
934 located on a remote system. Implementations of the Management Services and object services
935 could be executed on yet other systems. It is possible that the task-oriented management
936 function objects can be executed on systems remote from the management application’s client
937 code, thus supporting high level management functionality "closer to" the managed Resources.
938 Figure A-4 shows the distributed management architecture using the OMG based system
939 management reference model.
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944 Figure A-4  OMG Mapping to the Reference Model
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945

Appendix B

ISO/CCITT and Internet Management Mapping

946 This Appendix describes the mapping between the Reference Model and the ISO/CCITT and
947 Internet Management models.

948 As part of XSM, X/Open has defined a Management Protocol API (XMP) (see reference XMP)
949 which provide consistent access to both the ISO/CCITT and Internet Management Services.

950 B.1 ISO/CCITT Management
951 The primary goal of ISO/CCITT Management is to provide the capability to manage networks
952 implemented using the OSI protocol specifications. In addition, it is also intended to be
953 extensible to allow management of and interaction with a wide range of non-OSI Resources and
954 management systems.

955 OSI Management is described in a large number of standards, including the OSI Management
956 Framework, ISO/IEC 7498-4, the Systems Management Overview, ISO/IEC 10040, and the
957 Management Information Model, ISO/IEC 10165-1. Managed Objects are defined using the
958 Guidelines for the Definition of Managed Objects (GDMO), ISO/IEC 10165-4. The OSI
959 management protocol is defined in the Common Management Information Service (CMIS)
960 Definition, ISO/IEC 9595, and the Common Management Information Protocol (CMIP),
961 ISO/IEC 9596-1.

962 B.1.1 Basic Management Communication

963 The basic model for OSI management communications is shown in Figure B-1.

964 Manager
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967
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Managed
Objects

968 Figure B-1  Basic Model for Management Communications

969 The figure shows a Manager in a managing system communicating with a managed system
970 containing a number of Managed Objects. The managed system contains an agent, which is
971 responsible for implementing the functionality needed to effect the operations on the Managed
972 Objects requested by the Manager and communicated by the protocol.

973 Information flowing between the components of the system is divided into two categories,
974 management operations performed on the Managed Objects, and operation results and
975 unsolicited notifications originated by the Managed Objects.
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976 The agent process provides access to the Managed Objects. It may also be responsible for the
977 local logging and distribution of event reports that are generated when particular events occur in
978 the managed system.

979 Information is transferred using the CMIP protocol, which is an OSI application layer protocol
980 specifically intended for the purpose of transferring information concerning Managed Objects.
981 CMIP provides the CMIS service, which includes the following:

982 • management operation requests from managing systems to managed systems,

983 • results and confirmations arising from management operation requests, and

984 • notifications, in the form of event reports, from managed systems to managing systems, and
985 confirmations returned by the managing system, where appropriate.

986 The OSI management model is defined in terms of a single management interaction. However, a
987 system may act as a managed system in one interaction and as a managing system in another.
988 Thus an agent may in its turn act as a Manager to other agents, thus providing the "cascading"
989 capability described in the Reference Model.

990 B.1.2 System Management Functions

991 In additions to the elements identified so far, there is a further set of specifications called
992 Systems Management Functions (SMF). These specifications are intended to define common
993 facilities that can be applied to particular Managed Objects corresponding to different
994 Resources. The SMFs include the following:

995 • mechanisms for controlling access to Managed Objects

996 • mechanisms for controlling the distribution of events

997 • common formats for reporting alarms

998 • common formats for reporting status

999 • mechanisms for invoking and controlling remote test execution
1000 The Systems Management Functions are defined in a multipart standard, ISO/IEC 10164. In
1001 addition, a collection of generic definitions is contained in the Definition of Management
1002 Information (DMI), ISO/IEC 10165-2.

1003 B.1.3 Realisation of the Reference Model

1004 The OSI management model is defined in terms of the interaction between the managing and the
1005 managed system. It provides for management communications between the software entities on
1006 both systems and defines a set of common management functions that provide Management
1007 Services.

1008 The components of the OSI management model provide all the elements described in the
1009 Reference Model. They allow for the implementation of the necessary functionality to be
1010 provided at the most appropriate place in the management system, and specifically provide for
1011 the "cascading" of management to allow composite management functions to be implemented.
1012 Figure B-2 shows the mapping of the OSI components onto the Reference Model.
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1017 Figure B-2  OSI Mapping to the Reference Model
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1018 B.2 Internet Management
1019 The primary goal of Internet Management is to provide the capability to manage TCP/IP-based
1020 networks (that is, ‘‘internets’’). Over time, Internet Management has also come to be used for
1021 management of and interaction with a wide range of non-network resouces and management
1022 systems.

1023 Internet Management is described in a large number of Request For Comments (RFCs) published
1024 by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). Two versions of the Internet Management
1025 framework have been defined.

1026 • Version 1 of the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMPv1) is defined by RFC 1157.
1027 The corresponding Structure of Management Information is defined by RFC 1155, and the
1028 Concise MIB format for defining objects is defined by RFC 1212.

1029 • Version 2 of the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMPv2) is defined by RFC 1448.
1030 An overview of the SNMPv2 Framework is defined by RFC 1441. The corresponding
1031 Structure of Management Information is defined by RFC 1442, and includes an extended
1032 format for defining objects.

1033 B.2.1 Basic Management Communication

1034 The basic model for Internet management communications is shown in Figure B-3.
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1039 Figure B-3 Basic Model for Management Communications

1040 The figure shows a management application in a management station communicating with a
1041 network element (sometimes also called a managed device) containing a number of Managed
1042 Objects collected together in a Management Information Base (MIB). The network element
1043 contains an agent, which has access to Managed Objects as needed to carry out requests made by
1044 the management station and communicated by the protocol.

1045 Information flowing between the components of the system is divided into two categories,
1046 management operations performed on the Managed Objects, and operation results and
1047 unsolicited notifications originated by the Managed Objects.

1048 The agent provides access to the Managed Objects. It may also be also responsible for detection
1049 of unsolicited notifications that are generated when significant events occur in the network
1050 element.

1051 Information is transferred using the SNMP protocol, which is an application layer protocol
1052 specifically intended for the purpose of transferring information concerning Managed Objects.
1053 Internet Management RFCs do not specify an explicit service interface for SNMP. However,
1054 SNMP defines protocol data units which support operations and notifications that are
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1055 conceptually very similar to those described previously for ISO/CCITT management. RFC 1449
1056 further defines how SNMPv2 protocols can be used over a variety of transports, most often the
1057 connectionless UDP/IP. Finally, RFC 1452 defines methods for coexistence between versions 1
1058 and 2 of Internet Management.

1059 The Internet management model is defined in terms of a single management interaction.
1060 However, an SNMPv2 entity may act as a management station in one interaction and as an agent
1061 in another. Thus an SNMPv2 agent may in its turn act as a management station to other agents,
1062 providing the cascading capability described in the Reference Model. The Administrative Model
1063 defined by RFC 1445 and the Manager-to-Manager MIB defined by RFC 1451 describe this mode
1064 of operation for SNMPv2. No equivalent RFCs exist for SNMPv1.

1065 B.2.2 Internet Management Security

1066 In additions to the elements identified so far, there is a further set of RFCs which collectively
1067 define security services for SNMPv2. These RFCs include the following:

1068 • an administrative model (RFC 1445),

1069 • security protocols for authentication and privacy (RFC 1446), and

1070 • mechanisms for management station control over security-related properties such as
1071 SNMPv2 parties, contexts, and access control lists (RFC 1447).

1072 Except for the latter specification (RFC 1447), SNMPv2 RFCs do not specify any features
1073 equivalent to those defined by ISO/CCITT Systems Management Functions. However, RFC 1271
1074 defines a Remote Network Monitoring (RMON) MIB which provides limited notification control
1075 analogous in some respects to the ISO/CCITT event management SMF.

1076 B.2.3 SNMPv2 Management Information Extensions

1077 In addition to the RFCs defined thus far, there is a further set of RFCs related to specification of
1078 MIBs for use with SNMPv2. These RFCs extend the management information specifications
1079 provided with SNMPv1 by adding the following features:

1080 • textual conventions which are used to define reusable syntaxes that may appear in many
1081 MIBs (RFC 1443),

1082 • conformance statements which are used to describe minimum required and actual
1083 implementation of MIBs (RFC 1444), and

1084 • a MIB which defines Managed Objects that describe the behaviour of SNMPv2 entities (RFC
1085 1450).

1086 B.2.4 Realisation of the Reference Model

1087 The Internet management model is defined in terms of the interaction between the management
1088 station and the network element, or management application and agent. It provides for
1089 management communications between the software entities on both systems and defines a set of
1090 related security services.

1091 The components of the Internet management model provide all the elements described in the
1092 Reference Model. They allow for the implementation of the necessary functionality to be
1093 provided at the most appropriate place in the management system, and specifically SNMPv2
1094 provides for the "cascading" of management to allow composite management functions to be
1095 implemented. Figure B-4 shows the mapping of the Internet management components onto the
1096 Reference Model.
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1101 Figure B-4  Internet Mapping to the Reference Model

1102 Note that Internet Management model does not explicitly provide for specification of common
1103 services as described in the Reference Model. However, service specifications can and do exist,
1104 represented as specialised MIBs such as the SNMPv2 Party MIB and the RMON MIB.
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Appendix C

Interoperability between OMG and XMP

1106 C.1 Overview
1107 The following sections discuss different architectural approaches for providing integration and
1108 interoperability between an OMG based system management reference model implementation
1109 and an XMP based system management reference model implementation. There are two basic
1110 approaches to support this interoperation, including:

1111 Parallel Frameworks The managed Resources are encapsulated by an object from both the
1112 OMG based framework and the XMP based framework. Integration
1113 takes place ‘‘below’’ the object models.

1114 Object Gateways An object is defined in the OMG based framework which
1115 corresponds to or encapsulates one or more objects in the XMP based
1116 framework. This object implementation acts as a client or gateway to
1117 one or more XMP based objects, translating and forwarding object
1118 requests.

1119 Although these approaches are expressed as mapping OMG object requests into XMP requests,
1120 the architectures can be symmetrical (XMP object agent programs can act as OMG clients
1121 making ORB compliant object requests; e.g., XMP based objects). In addition, these approaches,
1122 particularly that of Object Gateways, are suitable for implementing interoperability between
1123 XSM and legacy management systems.

1124 The provision of services within the different models must also be addressed in order to achieve
1125 interoperability. The services summarised within the Reference Model identify the basic
1126 functionality that is required from those services. In order to have portability across the OMG
1127 and XMP environments, it is necessary to specify how the services relate to each other. To make
1128 portability work, the functionality and the interface to the services must be defined. To make
1129 interoperability work, where there are differences between the underlying services, a mapping
1130 between them is required.
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1131 C.2 Parallel Framework Interoperation
1132 In this approach to interoperation between OMG based and XMP based versions of the XSM
1133 reference model, the managed Resource can be accessed either through the OMG framework or
1134 the XMP programming interfaces by making object requests on the Managed Object defined in
1135 each framework which encapsulates the same managed Resource state. Client programs would
1136 be written to use one framework; that is, the interoperation is through the Managed Object state
1137 itself. Each managed Resource would be described by both an IDL interface definition and an
1138 XOM class definition, and an object implementation provided.

1139 Figure C-1 shows the parallel framework architecture. Note that integration is achieved through
1140 the managed Resource itself; that is, it is likely that the OMG and XMP object implementations
1141 will access the same underlying data store to obtain and manage the Resource state, and will
1142 need to use a common consistency mechanism. A possible implementation in this environment
1143 is an agent program which exports both the OMG interface and the XMP interface; that is, a
1144 single object implementation. Another implementation would involve using a common data
1145 Manager which supported a multiple access consistency mechanism (such as a Relational
1146 DBMS).
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1151 Figure C-1  Parallel Framework Interoperability

1152 An event notification registry service is defined in the OMG framework to enable Management
1153 Tasks to register for and receive both OMG based events and XMP based notification event
1154 reports. The service would also act as a store and forward notification mechanism with
1155 appropriate notification grouping and filtering capabilities.

1156 In practice, one would expect each management application to be implemented upon one
1157 framework that was most applicable; e.g., applications requiring a specific management
1158 application view might use the OMG based framework, and applications requiring a network
1159 management view might use the XMP based framework.
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1160 C.3 Object Gateways
1161 In this approach to interoperation between OMG based and XMP based versions of the XSM
1162 reference model, special objects are used to encapsulate the object requests of one
1163 implementation into an object of the other implementation. Figure C-2 shows how OMG based
1164 objects can be used to translate and forward object requests to XMP based objects. Each of these
1165 special objects is a server in the OMG framework to a management client entity (a Management
1166 Task) and a client in the XMP framework acting as a Manager. This object forwards requests and
1167 returns responses between the OMG Management Task and the XMP Managed Object using the
1168 XMP programming interfaces. The gateway object is also responsible for initialising the XMP
1169 Manager environment, setting up the buffers and session object.
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1175 Figure C-2  OMG and XMP Object Interoperability

1176 With a few conventions in defining the OMG based object interface in the IDL language, it
1177 would be possible to create an IDL interface that is isomorphic to the XOM class definition for
1178 the Managed Object. That is, the gateway object definition corresponds directly with the
1179 Managed Object interface definition in terms of public attributes, operations, and exceptions.
1180 The IDL defines the interface to the OMG based object, and the XOM class definition is used
1181 within the object implementation to forward the request and return the response. The translation
1182 from one interface implementation to the other is inherent in the gateway object’s
1183 implementation. Such objects can use the OMG Naming service to translate Managed Object
1184 ‘‘names’’ to agent program Titles/Addresses, or use the XMP automatic location mechanism.
1185 They may also forward events from the corresponding XMP based object or objects.
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Appendix D

Benefits of the Object-Oriented Approach

1187 The advantages of taking an object-oriented approach to systems management are:

1188 • Synergy with standards activities. The major standards activities, de jure and de facto, as well
1189 as emerging work, are using this approach. Alignment with the standards bodies makes the
1190 eventual solution easier.

1191 • Codified structure of management information. The structuring of management information
1192 as Managed Objects, with a clear distinction between the Managed Object representation and
1193 the actual Resource, provides for implementation-independence and interoperability.

1194 • Subclassing or specialisation of objects. The ability to derive a new object definition from an
1195 existing object definition provides the ability to extend a system’s function, building upon
1196 prior work.

1197 • Generalisation of objects. The ability to represent a particular Resource as more than one
1198 type of object provides additional opportunities for interoperation between different
1199 systems.

1200 • Encapsulation of data. Data encapsulation (making specific data accessible only through a
1201 well-defined, message-based interface) provides multiple benefits:

1202 — Integrity of the object is preserved. As the internal operations of the object are not
1203 exposed, the interactions with the object are controlled through its definition. The
1204 definition will not allow inclusion of implementation material, such as how operations
1205 are performed and how the appropriate consistency constraints are to be enforced.

1206 — Modularity is encouraged. As the objects are only accessed through their message-based
1207 interface, design priority is given to modular, object-centred implementations.

1208 — An existing application can be hidden behind interface software that allows it to be
1209 regarded as an object, thus allowing a simple means of integration that preserves existing
1210 investment.

1211 • Message-based communications. A message-based communications scheme provides
1212 multiple benefits:

1213 — Location transparency is facilitated. The connection to other objects can establish
1214 pathways for the location-transparent exchange of messages.

1215 — Interoperability is facilitated. Through the use of standard protocols, messages can be
1216 reliably transmitted from one object to another.
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1217

Appendix E

Document History

1218 The X/Open Systems Management Reference Model was originally published as a Snapshot in
1219 October 1991. This document represents the further development of the Reference Model,
1220 incorporating the further experience of the working group, and also builds on the widening
1221 implementation experience developed across the industry.

1222 The original Snapshot demonstrated a high degree of OSI orientation. This demonstrated the fact
1223 that at the time the document was developed, OSI management technology represented the
1224 widest possible consensus as a basis for describing management functionality. The Snapshot
1225 also made reference to the expected emergence of the OMG CORBA technology as a key
1226 component of distributed systems management.

1227 In the intervening period, this expectation has been demonstrated to be correct, and the
1228 updating of the Reference Model reflects this. The original development of the Snapshot had
1229 revealed that there were problems of terminology between the OSI and OMG technologies.
1230 Accordingly, the Reference Model has been re-stated in abstract terms, and the mapping onto
1231 these two technologies has been incorporated in the form of Appendices.

1232 As might be expected, this change in approach has resulted in substantial changes to the original
1233 document. However, the focus and intent of the document remains unchanged.
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1234
Glossary

1235 activation
1236 Copying the persistent form of an object’s methods and data into an executable address
1237 space to allow execution of methods.

1238 administrator
1239 A person who has responsibility for administering a network of systems; the person who
1240 initiates Management Tasks.

1241 agent
1242 An entity which performs an application service in response to a request from a Manager
1243 entity as described in the network management view of the reference model.

1244 application object
1245 Applications and their task-oriented components that are managed within an object-
1246 oriented system.

1247 class
1248 An implementation that can be instantiated to create multiple objects with the same
1249 behaviour. An object is an instance of a class.

1250 client
1251 An entity issuing a request for a service in the client server model.

1252 common facilities
1253 In the OMG object model, common facilities are objects which provide facilities useful in
1254 many applications.

1255 communications mechanism
1256 A means of transferring management information between entities. The precise method of
1257 transfer is unspecified, but specific instances of the Communication Mechanism may be
1258 defined. Transfer may be wholly within one system or may be between systems.

1259 communications service
1260 The interface to the Communications Mechanism. The Communications Service provides
1261 access to the Communications Mechanism in a way that is, as far as possible, independent
1262 of the actual implementation of the Communications Mechanism.

1263 data store
1264 A repository of information about Managed Objects. This may be a conceptual repository.

1265 deactivation
1266 Copying the object’s data from an executable address space back to the object’s persistent
1267 form.

1268 event
1269 An activity that takes place asynchronously within a managed Resource and is
1270 communicated to client entities.

1271 filtering
1272 Filtering entails the application of a set of tests to each member of the set of previously
1273 scoped Managed Objects to extract a subset of objects. Managed Object selection involves
1274 two phases: scoping and filtering.
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1275 IDL
1276 The interface definition language defined by the Object Request Broker in the OMG object
1277 management architecture.

1278 implementation
1279 See Object Implementation.

1280 Implementation Repository
1281 The Implementation Repository contains information that allows the Object Request Broker
1282 in the OMG object management architecture to locate and activate implementations of
1283 objects.

1284 inheritance
1285 The construction of a definition by incremental modification of other definitions.
1286 Inheritance can apply to both object interfaces and object implementations.

1287 Interface Definition Language
1288 A language which describes the operations, parameters, and exceptions of the requests on
1289 an object. An interface definition language is used to define object interfaces.

1290 Interface Repository
1291 The Interface Repository is a service in the OMG object management architecture that
1292 provides persistent objects which represent the IDL information about OMG compliant
1293 objects in a form available at run time.

1294 Managed Object
1295 A Managed Object is an object-oriented encapsulation of a Resource that is subject to
1296 management.

1297 Managed Resource
1298 A Resource that is subject to management and is capable of being represented by a
1299 Managed Object.

1300 management function
1301 An encapsulation of functionality used to perform some aspect of management.

1302 Management Task
1303 An encapsulation of an administrator’s view of a set of management functions. A
1304 Management Task corresponds to a human-oriented activity that must be performed in
1305 order to manage a system. Management tasks can be encapsulated as management objects.

1306 Manager
1307 A Manager is the initiator of a management interaction. It is a software component that
1308 requests some operation to be performed by a managed Resource.

1309 method
1310 The executable code in an object implementation that is executed to perform a requested
1311 service.

1312 notification
1313 Information about an event which is communicated to client entities that have registered to
1314 be informed about such events.

1315 object
1316 A combination of a state and a set of methods that explicitly embodies an abstraction
1317 characterised by the behaviour of relevant requests. An object encapsulates the state and
1318 operations which provide a service to a client.
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1319 object handle
1320 A value that unambiguously identifies an object in an object-oriented system. In the OMG
1321 model, an object reference acts as the object handle. In the OSI model, a Distinguished
1322 Name acts as the object handle.

1323 object implementation
1324 A definition that provides the information needed to create an object, allowing the object to
1325 participate in providing an appropriate set of services in an object-oriented system. An
1326 object implementation typically includes a description of the data structure used to
1327 represent the object state and definitions of the methods that access that object state.

1328 object interface
1329 A description of a set of possible uses of an object. Specifically, an interface describes a set of
1330 potential requests in which an object can meaningfully participate. Object interfaces are
1331 often defined using an interface definition language.

1332 object reference
1333 An object handle in the OMG object management architecture.

1334 Object Request Broker
1335 An ORB is the implementation of the Communications Service in the OMG object
1336 management architecture. It provides the means by which OMG compliant objects make
1337 requests and receive responses.

1338 object services
1339 Object Services are objects in the OMG object management architecture which provide basic
1340 operations for the logical modeling and physical storage of objects.

1341 object type
1342 An object type is a well-defined type that represents a specific set of object interfaces and is
1343 satisfied by an object instance whose object implementation encapsulates the behaviour
1344 defined by those interfaces. In the OMG model, all objects are strongly typed.

1345 operation
1346 A service that can be requested.

1347 operation signature
1348 The definition of an operation, including the parameters and exceptions which make up that
1349 operation. An operation can be characterised by its signature in an object-oriented system.

1350 request
1351 A request is an action by a client to request a service from an object. A request has
1352 information associated with it, typically the specification of an operation and zero or more
1353 parameters.

1354 server
1355 An entity providing a response to a client request for a service. In an object-oriented system,
1356 servers are instances of object implementations activated in computer processes.

1357 service
1358 A computation that may be performed in response to a request from a client entity.
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